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New Scene Partner® 2.3 Sets the Stage for Release of Samuel French
e-Scripts™ – New Version Now Available on the AppStore
MyTheaterApps.com Announces New Scene Partner 2.3 — New Version of Innovative
Actor’s App Delivers Compatibility With Future Scene Partner e-Scripts Coming Soon
From Theatrical Publisher Samuel French
Norwalk, CT February 15, 2013 – The stage is set for a new wave
of digital e-Scripts from Scene Partner®. New Scene Partner 2.3
gives actors the tools they need to learn lines using digital versions
of scripts from the world’s leading theatrical publishers. The next
wave of e-Scripts will be available soon from the catalog of the
world’s premier play publisher and licensor Samuel French.
MyTheaterApps.com, a developer of mobile applications for the
theater community, announced that Scene Partner 2.3 is available
on the AppStore beginning today. An award winning app for
actors, Scene Partner is a powerful iPhone®, iPad® and iPod
Touch® app that helps actors solve the age-old problem of how
to memorize lines.
J. Kevin Smith, owner of MyTheaterApps.com and the
developer of Scene Partner® stated, “We’re excited to
announce the immediate availability of Scene Partner 2.3 on
the AppStore. This new version will let our customers enjoy
the power and flexibility of Scene Partner with the great new
titles that are coming soon from Samuel French.”

“Scene Partner 2.3 will
let our customers enjoy
the power and
flexibility of Scene
Partner with the great
new titles that are
coming soon from
Samuel French.”
J. Kevin Smith, Owner
– MyTheaterApps.com

With Scene Partner, actors can learn lines using their own
scripts or choose from a growing collection of Publisher eScripts—the authorized Acting Editions designed specifically for use with Scene Partner. When
they arrive on the Scene Partner WebStore, Samuel French e-Scripts will be available at a price
of $10.99 to $11.99 per title and will require Scene Partner 2.3 or higher.
Scene Partner's Publisher e-Scripts include the following features:




e-Scripts are the authorized Acting Editions in Scene Partner’s digital format*
Actors can use Publisher e-Scripts in Scene Partner on up to 4 of their devices
Includes a PDF of the printed script that actors can Read in Scene Partner
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Theater companies can purchase multiple copies of Scene Partner e-Scripts for their cast
members. Distributing e-Scripts to cast members is easy:




Purchase multiple e-Script copies — one for each cast member who has Scene Partner
Actor can download only one copy of the e-Script and use it in up to 4 of their devices
Just like with printed versions, there is no cost to actors to download a Publisher e-Script
from a Theater’s Library

*Due to copyright restrictions, some Edit features are not available for use with Publisher e-Scripts

About MyTheaterApps.com:
MyTheaterApps.com is the developer of Scene Partner, an award-winning App for the iPhone,
iPad and iPod Touch that helps actors learn their lines using their own scripts or by choosing
from a growing collection of Publisher e-Scripts—the authorized Acting Editions designed
specifically for use with Scene Partner. The company has entered into e-Script agreements with
the world’s leading theatrical publishers, Samuel French and Dramatists Play Service. It merges
text-to-speech software from the Acapela Group, voice recording and advanced algorithms to
provide a unique and innovative tool for actors. At its launch Apple listed Scene Partner as "New
and Noteworthy" on the home page of the App Store. Scene Partner has won multiple awards for
design excellence and a 2011 Gold CQIA Innovation Prize. Scene Partner has been featured in
Variety, BACKSTAGE, Wall Street Journal Online, Stage Directions, Stage Magazine, SETC
News and DRAMATICS Magazine:
"Scene Partner is incredibly intuitive and easy to use."
—BACKSTAGE
"...forget the highlighters, flash cards and driving friends and family crazy… get your download
of SCENE PARTNER, and take preparing for that next role to a higher level."
—Stage Magazine
PHOTOS AVAILABLE
Contact:
J. Kevin Smith
P.O. Box 2802
Westport, CT 06851
Phone 203-803-4292
www.ScenePartnerApp.com
jkevin.smith@mytheaterapps.com
A media kit is available at https://www.ScenePartnerApp.com/ScenePartnerMediaKit.pdf
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